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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

As many coastal localities struggle with becoming less rural and more suburban, 

balancing growth, preserving coastal character and culture, and the delivery of public services, 

forms the basis for a local public policy conundrum. However amidst such changes, Mathews 

County has articulated a strong desire to preserve their working waterfront heritage, while 

exploring and encouraging the expansion of aquaculture within their County.  

Therefore over the last two years Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission 

(MPPDC) staff have worked closely with Mathews County Planning Staff as well as aquaculture 

and working waterfront industry members to gain an understanding of current aquaculture and 

working waterfront challenges specific to Mathews County. Through the creation and 

assistance of an Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee, consisting of 

aquaculture and working waterfront industry participants public policy solutions were 

developed to ease these challenges, and yet provide Mathews County with options to support 

and enhance aquaculture and working waterfronts in the county.  

To continue to explore and develop public policy options for Mathews County, in phase 

II of this project, MPPDC staff focused efforts on developing the concept and framework of an 

in-the-water public aquaculture business park and relay areas. In general, the park and relay 

areas could be utilized by current aquaculture industry members, as well as hobby gardeners 

and entrepreneurs entering the industry. To gain local support and feedback, MPPDC staff 

presented these concepts to the Mathews County Industrial Development Authority (IDA) as 

well as to the Aquaculture Working-Waterfronts (AWW) Steering Committee. The IDA 

responded positively to the idea and passed a resolution on March 10, 2010,  to support future 

MPPDC staff efforts in this project, while the AWW Committee provided essential local and 

industry feedback as to the ideal locations for the park as well as potential services that could 

be offered at the park. Finally, in conjunction with community support, the passing of HB 138 to 

allow the development of Aquaculture Opportunity Zones (VAC 28.2-602) provided legislative 

support to implement and ease permitting obstacles for the Mathews County In-the-water 

Aquaculture Park.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In 2008, the Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission (MPPDC) staff worked with 

Mathews County Planning Department as well as Mathews County constituents involved in 

working waterfront industries and aquaculture to gain an understanding of the role these 

industries play within the County. With the help of an Aquaculture Working Waterfront (AWW) 

Steering Committee, consisting of industry participants in Mathews County, industry challenges 

were identified, including water quality, the market, and water use conflicts. This information 

provided direction for MPPDC staff to develop public policy recommendations that would ease 

some of the industry challenges, and ultimately support and encourage working waterfront 

industries in the County.  

 With a long history of maritime and working waterfront traditions, Mathews County has 

encountered recent coastal development pressures, an aging demographic as well as fishery 

stresses that have caused shifts away from a traditional water-based livelihood. Community 

leaders of Mathews County continue to articulate and discuss the following public question: “to 

what extent will our future economic fabric rely on the opportunities presented from a coastal 

environment and what public policies will govern such opportunities.” Therefore, Phase II of 

this project focused on (1) working with the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors to 

design and discuss specific policy strategies to strengthen the aquaculture industry and sustain 

working waterfront infrastructure, and (2) explore possible new policy strategies and initiatives 

to strengthen the shellfish aquaculture industry and sustain working waterfront infrastructure 

such as the concept of establishing shellfish aquaculture business incubator, maritime “in-the-

water business park”, and public shellfish aquaculture “alternative use” areas in Mathews 

County. 

 Additionally with legislative support from the passing of HB 138 (Appendix 2- 1) to allow 

the establishment of aquaculture opportunity zones within the Middle Peninsula, more 

opportunities to assist the current aquaculture industry and encourage future development of 

the aquaculture industry were presented.   
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IN-WATER PUBLIC AQUACULTURE AND MARITIME BUSINESS PARK AND AQUACULTURE 

OPPORTUNITY ZONES 
 As a unique business concept, Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission (MPPDC) 

staff contracted with Neal Barber, President of Community Futures, to develop the concept of 

creating an In-the-Water Public Aquaculture and Maritime Business Park in Mathews County. 

With an extensive background in business and economic development, Mr. Barber was 

specifically tasked with exploring how a traditional land based business park model could be 

transferred into a marine environment. 

 To gather details about the park and how the concept could be implemented in 

Mathews County, a variety of stakeholder meetings were held. First, MPPDC staff scheduled a 

meeting with professional stakeholders, including representatives from Virginia Marine 

Resource Commission (VMRC), the Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program, as well as 

Mathews County to discuss the passing of HB 138 and how Mathews County may be utilized as 

a pilot site for Aquaculture Opportunity Zones (AOZ) (Appendix 1). As stated earlier, HB 138 

allows the establishment of AOZs in the Middle Peninsula; however with limited interest and 

response from this bill, as well as VMRC not understanding the full legislative ramifications of 

the bill, the work completed to date by MPPDC staff has positioned the County as an ideal pilot 

site.   

 Following this meeting, MPPDC staff scheduled a local stakeholders meeting (Appendix 

2) with Mathews County AWW Steering Committee to introduce the concept of the in-the-

water business park and to gain specific information as to (1) the location(s) of the in-water 

component(s) of the park that are environmentally suitable to grow shellfish, (2) the possible 

location of on-land facilities (ie. docks, electricity, parking, boat launch, fuel, maintenance 

areas, cold storage, water and sewer infrastructure, etc.), (3) the types of services desired and 

needed at the park(s), and (4) the size of the park(s). Consequently through a mapping exercise 

with the AWW Committee particular locations – on land and in-the-water - ideal for the park as 

well as potential relay areas were identified by stakeholders. With this information, MPPDC 

staff were able to map locations using GIS (Geographic Information Systems). The map, which 

illustrated unassigned areas, currently leased grounds and Baylor grounds favorable for AOZs, 

was sent to VMRC for evaluation (Figure 1).  
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To date VMRC has identified 6-7 sites that range in size from 25 to 100 acres and are 

generally located inside each of the tributary rivers to Mobjack Bay, with at least one site in 

each river (ie. East River and North River).  Also VMRC is in the process of having their engineers 

map these areas for the in-the-water aquaculture park as well as “alternative use” areas to 

verify ecologic compatibility with shellfish aquaculture.  However with final adoption of the 

regulations in November and December 2010, VMRC expects more progress in the 

implementation and establishment of AOZs within the region. 

Figure 1: Map of Mathews County and potential locations for the Aquaculture 
Opportunity Zones as selected by the Aquaculture Steering Committee. 
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 The full report, describing the concept and business model options of the Mathews 

County In-the-water Aquaculture Park can be found in Appendix 3. 

 

INTEGRATION OF YORK RIVER USE CONFLICT POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Through the course of this project, MPPDC staff worked closely with Mathews County to 

implement specific policy recommendations from the York River Use Conflict Management 

Project (NA07NOS4190178 Task 93.01) that would strengthen the shellfish aquaculture industry 

and sustain working waterfront infrastructure within the County. York River Use Conflict 

Recommendations that Mathews County had to consider included: 

(1) Development and adoption of a coastal living policy; 
 

(2) Denoting land, air, and water territorial boundaries within the County’s 

Comprehensive Plan;  
 

(3) Taking no action regarding aquaculture but instead monitor and evaluate how 

VMRC’s new regulations address the use conflicts associated with this relatively new 

industry;  
 

(4) Development and adoption of a policy to protect and preserve working waterfronts; 
 

(5) Development of a waterfront outdoor light ordinance; 
 

(6) Adoption of a policy restricting the use of floating homes; and 
 

(7)  Development of a master plan for public access infrastructure to ensure safe and 

equal access for all user groups to the waterways within the County.  

Upon updating the County’s Comprehensive Plan, Mathews County included approximately 135 

references that both directly and indirectly related to the York River Use Conflict Committee 

Report and Recommendations integrated into the plan. Please refer to Appendix 4 which 

highlights the sections of the updated Comprehensive plan that reference the seven 

recommendations.   

 

ADDITIONAL PROGRESS 
 To gain local support the MPPDC staff also presented the concept of the in-the-water 

public aquaculture business park and the relay areas to the Mathews County Industrial 

Development Authority (IDA). Following a discussion of the conceptual framework and showing 
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the Mathews County Aquaculture Video, the IDA did pass a resolution supporting MPPDC staff 

efforts in developing the In-Water Public Aquaculture and Maritime Business Park. Appendix 5 

provides meeting minutes and the signed IDA resolution.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

With support from state legislation, Mathews County, and the aquaculture and working 

waterfront industry, progress has been made in the development of an In-water Public 

Aquaculture Park that will provide in-water shellfish growing areas, on-land support facilities 

and services for aquaculture operations. While primarily serving private start-up aquaculture 

businesses, it has the potential to be used by established aquaculture businesses, hobby 

shellfish growers (gardeners), researchers and those entities engaged in reducing nutrients in 

water. Therefore the cumulative outcomes from phase II of this project hold promise for the 

future of shellfish aquaculture and working waterfronts in Mathews County. 

 

 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 
 Concept and framework development of an In-the-Water Public Aquaculture Park in 

Mathews County (Appendix 3). 

 

 Creation of a partnership between Virginia Marine Resource Commission, Mathews 

County, and Mathews County Aquaculture Working Waterfront Steering Committee 

to utilize Mathews County as a pilot location for the development of Aquaculture 

Opportunity Zones and explore the legislative ramifications of HB 138. 

 

 Integration of the York River Use Conflict Policy Recommendations in the Mathews 

County Updated Comprehensive Plan (Appendix 4) – with approximately 135 

references made throughout the document.  

 

 On March 10, 2010 the Mathews County Industrial Development Authority passed a 

resolution to support Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission efforts in 

developing an In-the-Water Public Aquaculture Park (Appendix 5).  
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NEXT STEPS 
Funded through the Community Development Block Grant, MPPDC staff in partnership 

with Mathews County will explore the economic potential of establishing an aquaculture 

business park within the county. Specifically this project will focus on developing a business 

plan and feasibility study for the aquaculture business park in order to gain an understanding of 

planned management and staffing needs for the facility, the equipment, furniture, and material 

necessary for operation, the annual operating costs potential marketing strategies, at the 

projected number of jobs to be created and type of jobs and how these costs will be financed.  
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Aquaculture Opportunity Zone Meeting  
April 30, 2010 

 

MINUTES 

 

As Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission (MPPDC) staff continues to work on phase 

2 of an aquaculture project in Mathews County and with the passing of HB 138 during the last 

general assembly (GA) session, there was a need to discuss how Mathews County could be 

utilized as a pilot site for the development of Aquaculture Opportunity Zones (AOZ). Therefore 

a meeting was held on April 30, 2010 at the Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Reserve 

Building in Gloucester Point, VA to discuss such implications with professional stakeholders. 

Mr. Lewie Lawrence, Director of Regional Planning at the MPPDC, welcomed those in 

attendance. Stakeholders participating in the meeting included Jack Travelstead, Deputy 

Commissioner and Chief of Fisheries Management with Virginia Marine Resource Commission 

(VMRC); Chip Neikirk, Habitat Management Division at VMRC; Laura McKay, Chair Manager 

of Virginia Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program; Nick Meade, Coastal GIS Coordinator 

with CZM; Steven Whiteway, Mathews County Administrator; John Shaw, Mathews County 

Director of Planning; Matthew Rowe, Mathews County Planner; Neal Barber, President of 

Community Futures; and Jackie Rickards, MPPDC Regional Planner.  

 

1. Discussion: Where have we been and how did we get here? 
Mr. Lawrence provided a brief summary of the work that has been done within Mathews County 

over the last two years with regard to the shellfish aquaculture industry.  Beginning in October 

2008, MPPDC staff have worked closely with select stakeholders, including shellfish 

aquaculturists (commercial and recreational), County staff, and Virginia Institute of Marine 

Sciences (VIMS) representatives, to generate an understanding of the current aquaculture 

industry and industry obstacles within Mathews County. The Aquaculture Working-Waterfronts 

Steering Committee has assisted in the development of public policy recommendations to 

address the identified industry obstacles, ultimately focused on enhancing the aquaculture 

industry. In October 2009, the MPPDC started the second year of the aquaculture project looking 

to develop a framework for a Mathews County In-the-water Public Aquaculture and Maritime 

Business Park.  

 

2. Discussion of In-the-Water Public Aquaculture and Maritime Business Park and  its’ 
      Components 
Following Mr. Lawrence’s review of the last two years, Mr. Neal Barber provided a description 

of the In-the-water Public Aquaculture and Maritime Business Park concept and framework that 

he has developed under contract with the MPPDC. Mr. Barber also shared that a meeting has 

been scheduled with the Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee in Mathews 

County on May 11, 2010, in order to gather specific details and feedback from county 

stakeholders – including an ideal location(s) for the park/relay area(s) as well as the types of 

services that are wanted or needed at the site.  
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3. Discussion of HB 138 
Jack Travelstead explained that last GA session HB 138 was passed which allows for the 

establishment of AOZ within the Middle Peninsula. Currently there has not been much response 

from people asking for the creation of such AOZs within their jurisdiction; however Mathews 

County is an ideal pilot site for AOZs due to the work occurring with the aquaculture industry 

over the last two years. Mr. Travelstead also mentioned that there is still a need to understand the 

full legislative ramifications of the bill, but VMRC will work to figure out the details.  

  
4. Next Steps  
 
VMRC- Mr. Travelstead 

 Will research the question if a political subdivision can lease subaqueous lands? 
 Will begin the process of having his staff assess available unassigned areas in Mathews 

that might be usable for establishing a maritime aquaculture business park.  

 

MPPDC Staff 
 Will research the implication of establishing a public moorage field and associated 

Virginia Department of Health and Department of Environmental Quality septic issue. 

 Will work with Mathews County staff to address and identify key public access sites and 

working waterfront infrastructure that could be potential access sites for the park. 

 

Marine Advisory Services– Tom Murray 
 It was suggested that a survey be conducted to help identify and understand what level of 

interest there is in using a “fast track- permit free” aquaculture business park.   

 How and what services might a watermen, or the next generation 21
st
 century 

watermen, be interested in accessing or using the maritime aquaculture business park 

for? 

i. What is the audience to ask such a question? Who is the next generation of aqua 

-entrepreneurs?       

ii. How can we all best identify and explore a new untapped business model, 

without aggravating existing industry folks who have established lease areas, 

pay fees etc. and who might not welcome the  public in the business park? 

iii. It would seem that we need to reach out to watermen who are looking to add 

another “business model” to the normal crab season in the spring and summer 

and tong oyster season in the fall and dredge in the winter model.  
 

Outcomes:  

b. General consensus that establishing public relay areas around Mathews at some equal 

distance apart could be a good public service.  How and for what purpose the public relay 

areas would serve will need to be further discussed. 

- Establishing “safe areas” for emergency use by industry. 

- Added benefit- offering oyster gardeners a “purging” area for recreationally grown 

oysters in polluted waters 
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c. General consensus  that aquaculture uses under HB 138 (and in a public maritime park) 

could include any and all of the following aquaculture approaches: 

- On bottom cages; Floating cages;  

- Floating cages 

- Using the entire water column for aquaculture infrastructure 

- Full scale crop growing like the Northern Neck model 
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Appendix 2: 
Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee  

Meeting Minutes 
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Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission 
Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 
 

Minutes 
 
The Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee held a meeting in the Mathews 
Active Lifestyle Center in Mathews, VA at 7 pm on May 11, 2010. Mr. Lewie Lawrence, Director 
of Regional Planning at the MPPDC, welcomed those in attendance. Steering Committee 
members in attendance were: Ken Kurkowski, Middle Peninsula Aquaculture Corp.; Janet Loyd, 
Maritime Foundation; Dennis Grydor, Briar Patch Oysters; Peter Perina, East Fields Farm; Janice 
Burns, Mathews County Board of Supervisors; and Mike Oesterling, Virginia Institute of Marine 
Sciences. Mathews County staff attending the meeting included Stephen Whiteway, Mathews 
County Administrator; John Shaw, Mathews County Director of Planning; and Matthew Rowe, 
Mathews County Planner. Also in attendance was Neal Barber, President of Community 
Futures; and Jackie Rickards, MPPDC Regional Projects Planner. 
 
The primary purpose of this meeting was to introduce the Aquaculture Working-Waterfront 
Steering Committee to the concept of the Mathews County In-the Water Public Aquaculture 
and Maritime Business Park and to gather feedback as to the possible location(s) and services, 
as well as the overall concept of the park.  
 
First, Mr. Lawrence updated the Committee on the work that has been completed during year 2 
of this project and also presented information with regard to the passing of House Bill 138 
(Appendix 2-1), which will allow for the establishment of aquaculture opportunity zones (AOZ) 
within the Middle Peninsula.  
 
Next, Mr. Barber introduced the Committee to the concept of the park, in which he has been 
developing since November 2009. (An overview of the park can be found in Appendix 2-2). 
Following the introduction, Mr. Barber asked specific questions in order to gather feedback 
from stakeholder group. The questions were as follows: (1) Where should the park be located 
water?, (2) Where should the park’s on-land support facilities be located?, (3) What type(s)  of 
infrastructure is needed and/or wanted at this park(s)?, and (4) What type(s) of services are 
needed and/or wanted? 
 
Through stakeholder discussions the committee provided helpful feedback and new ideas:  

a. A series of public relay areas for a variety of uses (ie. recreational and commercial purge 
sites) could be useful. It was offered that public relay sites could be very small and 
should be located around the county, 2-5 miles from various public and private access 
points.  

b. The industry folks felt that a public aquaculture opportunity zone should consist of 
approximately 200 acres, with 5 acres of space offered to each user.  However, they felt 
that 1.5 acres within a 5 acre zone should allow for ample working space and the 
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remaining 3.5 acres could serve as a buffer area and there is always the possibility that 
the bottom could be un-useful (ie. “junk” bottom).  

c. With 200 acre area split into 5 acres per user, this would allow 40 AOZ units, however 
the industry folks felt 40 units might be too high a density.  Therefore they felt there 
should be some spacing between areas. In the planning process there should be 
consideration of reducing the number of units, or assigning the “best” bottom areas first 
and leaving the poor bottom area un-used. 

d. For up land access, the Committee recommended that the in-water component be no 
more than 5 miles from land but 2 miles would be best.  

e. A new idea, presented by Mr. Oesterling, could ease reactions to this concept from 
existing watermen.  Users of the park would be allowed entry into the park for up to 2.5 
years.  During this time, the user could test technology, perfect a growing strategy, 
apply for permits and a new lease area and then at the end of the 2.5 years, graduate 
out of the park  and work a new lease area.  There was support for this type of idea. 

 
Overall the Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee agreed that they saw this 
park more for people trying to get into the industry, rather than those who are currently in the 
business. Mr. Kurkowski mentioned that there may be obstacles with local helsinger fishermen 
in obtaining certain/ideal locations for the park due to fishing interests within the Mobjack. 
Also Mr. Lawrence mentioned the idea that there may be a possibility of breaking parts of 
Baylor in order to create an AOZ for the use of the public. However the details and the 
implications of this will need to be worked out by VMRC. 
 
The group went through a mapping exercise focused on identifying locations for the in-water 
component of the business park (A map of the selected locations can be found in Appendix 2-
3). Some locations identified by the group were unassigned; some locations are currently under 
lease, but not actively used; some locations are Baylor. Locations include: North River because 
it has a firm bottom; and the Piankatank/Mobjack Bay Area.  
 
The information gathered during this meeting will be transferred to VMRC.  
 
A next meeting of the Aquaculture Working-Waterfront Steering Committee will be scheduled 
once VMRC has had the time to respond to the plethora of information gathered at this 
meeting.  
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Appendix 2-1: House Bill 138 relating to the creation of aquaculture opportunity zones 
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Appendix 2-2:  
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I. Introduction 
Over the past several decades Mathews County has seen a dramatic 
change in its economic base from an economy heavily dependent 
upon the bounty of the Chesapeake Bay to one that has little 
dependence on the working waterman. Endemic oyster diseases, 
changes in lifestyle and shifting market forces have resulted in a 
vanishing working waterfront and decline in the number of working 
watermen. The tradition of making a living from the tidal waters is well 
established in the culture and heritage of Mathews County. While there 
are desires to continue the traditions of making a living off the water, 
these traditional ways no longer provide for a financially decent living. 
New ways of growing and harvesting shellfish and finfish must be 
employed if watermen are to have a chance at earning a sustainable 
income.  
 
Aquaculture practices for shellfish production have been successfully 
implemented in other regions of the nation as well as on the State’s 
Eastern Shore. If these practices can be implemented on a broad 
scale, Mathews County may hold the potential for reviving the 
traditional waterman’s way of life.  
 
This paper explores an exciting new concept of creating an in-the-
water aquaculture park providing shellfish growing areas and on-land 
support facilities and services for aquaculture operations. While 
primarily serving private start-up aquaculture businesses it has the 
potential to be used by established aquaculture businesses, hobby 
shellfish growers (gardeners), researchers and those entities engaged 
in reducing nutrients in the water.  
 
This study evaluates the conceptual framework of establishing an 
aquaculture park along with the on-shore support facilities. The primary 
objective is to assess how such an in-the-water aquaculture park could 
be organized, managed and funded.    
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II. Executive Summary 
The half-shell oyster market appears to be the most logical type of 
aquaculture that will be initially conducted in the aquaculture park. 
While other types of aquaculture have potential, oysters have well-
established markets and watermen are familiar with the production 
methods.  
 
The aquaculture park should serve as a ―business incubator‖ for start-
up aquaculture businesses with the leasing of small (possibly five acre) 
plots in the water for the production of shellfish. After a few years of 
growth these aquaculture businesses would move to more permanent 
locations in the County. The aquaculture park could also provide an 
area for transfer and cleansing/purging of shellfish from contaminated 
waters, support aquaculture research, and enhance nutrient reduction 
in the waters of Mathews County.  
 
Here are summary findings and recommendations contained in this 
report: 
 
Facilities – In-the-water 

 The County, through the Mathews County Industrial 
Development Authority, would lease master areas (200 plus 
acres) from the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) 
then sublease smaller areas (possibly five acres) to aquaculture 
operators. 

 Request VMRC to designate the master lease areas as 
―Aquaculture Opportunity Zones‖ in accordance with House Bill 
138 of the 2010 General Assembly (Appendix C). 

 Five areas, Pianatank River, Milford Haven, East River, North 
River and Mobjack Bay have been tentatively identified as 
desirable for aquaculture production. 
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Potential Facilities – On-Shore 

 On-Shore support facilities should be within 2 miles by water 
from the on-the-water aquaculture operations. 

 The on-shore facilities should be located with easy access to a 
hard surface road able to handle truck traffic and have 
reasonable water depth and access at the dock for workboats. 

 Minimum land facilities include; dock with loading/unloading 
capacity, electric power, parking for trucks and boats. 

 Additional on-shore facilities could include; cold storage, water, 
equipment storage, fuel, boat maintenance area, boat ramp, etc. 

 
Businesses Services 

 The aquaculture park should be equipped to provide a range of 
business services to the watermen. These services can be 
available through an agreement with a third party such as the 
Middle Peninsula Business Development Program or through 
private professionals. These services could include;  

o Business plan development 
o Technical aquaculture guidance 
o Marketing and advertising 
o Community relations 
o Accounting 
o Graphic design 
o Legal 
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o Insurance 
o Human resource management 
o Internet marketing 

 A fact sheet on the costs and potential earnings/benefits of 
becoming an aquaculture business should be prepared and 
distributed widely to local watermen. 

 Conduct interviews of existing watermen, high school and 
college students, and natural resource economists to gauge the 
interest and feasibility in establishing an aquaculture business. 

 
Training 

 The conversion of watermen in the county/region from 
traditional methods of oyster production to aquaculture will 
require training of existing watermen and individuals wishing to 
enter the business. In addition to the technical aspects of 
aquaculture there is the need to provide training in modern 
business practices. This training should be coordinated with 
existing state institutions such as VMRC, VIMS and VA Tech.  

 Rappahannock Community College should be requested to 
establish a training program on aquaculture techniques and this 
program could be offered to Mathews High School students on 
a dual enrollment basis. 

 Watermen should be encouraged to participate in ―starting a 
business‖ training offered by the Middle Peninsula Business 
Development Program and other providers. 

 
Organizational Structure 

 Mathews County should own and develop the on-shore facilities 
in order to be eligible for grant funding for the development of 
the on-shore facilities.  

 The Mathews County Industrial Development Authority (MCIDA) 
should lease the on-shore facilities from the County in order to 
be able to sublease portions of the on-shore facilities to private 
businesses without having to hold a public hearing on each 
lease agreement. 

 The MCIDA should be the entity that leases and subleases the 
on-the-water and on-shore areas/facilities to individual 
watermen. 

 The County should initially provide staff assistance for the 
management of the aquaculture park facilities. As the activities 
in the aquaculture park expand and revenue is generated staff 
could be hired or contracted with a private provider. 
 

 
Finance 
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 Mathews County should apply for a Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) Planning Grant to assist in developing the 
information required to prepare a competitive CDBG and a US 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural Business Enterprise 
Grant (RBEG) infrastructure grants for the development of the 
on-shore support facilities. 

 Mathews should pursue applying for a USDA RBEG grant 
providing additional funding support for the on-shore facility 
development. 

 A portion of the CDBG grant should be allocated as a loan loss 
reserve to encourage the private financing of the individual 
aquaculture ventures.   

 The County should consider designating the aquaculture park 
facilities as a ―Technology Zone‖  (Appendix A) to be able to 
provide additional incentives to the individual aquaculture 
businesses. 
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III. Conceptual Framework  
The concept of an in-the-water aquaculture park in Mathews County 
consists of a designated area within the County’s tidal waters  that can 
be used for both the growing of shellfish (primarily oysters) by local 
watermen, aquaculturists, and entrepreneurs and for the on-land 
support facilities that would be necessary to support the aquaculture 
operations.  
 
The aquaculture park is a new and exciting concept of providing a 
range of common services and facilities that a number of local 
watermen, aquaculturists, and entrepreneurs could use to grow, 
harvest and market shellfish. Portions of the aquaculture park could be 
leased to aquaculture businesses or to hobby shellfish growers, who 
are not interested in a commercial venture. The aquaculture park could 
also have auxiliary uses such as a nutrient bank to improve water 
quality or as a nursery for growing seed/spat in support of other 
aquaculture ventures. The concept includes a management 
organization that would lease the rights to use the bottom and water 
column over a specific water area, provide access to on-land support 
facilities, (such as a ramp, dock, parking, power, etc.) and potentially 
provide a range of business services. 
 
This is a new conceptual framework for encouraging aquaculture 
production and there are no established models or examples to build 
upon. Traditional economic and business development tools over the 
years may provide a place to begin to look for successful models for 
business creation/expansion in an aquaculture park in Mathews 
County.  
 
The traditional industrial park model, where a local government or an 
economic development authority purchases property and develops the 
property and resells it to businesses, could be an approach to the 
development of the aquaculture park. The development of the property 
in an industrial park often includes: clearing and grading the site, 
providing infrastructure such as water, sewer and storm-water 
management facilities and constructing an adequate access road. To 
enhance the marketability of industrial parks a number of localities 
have even constructed speculative shell buildings as a way to expedite 
the location of new businesses into the park. In most cases the 
property, land and building, is sold to a prospective business but, on 
occasion, the real estate is leased to the prospective business.   
 
The second model often used to stimulate business development is the 
―business incubator‖. This model provides a building with leasable 
space for start-up business tenants. The concept is to provide a space 
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where fledgling businesses can locate for a number of years while they 
grow their business to a point that they can relocate to permanent 
space in the community. The business incubator typically provides 
some common facilities and services to the tenants; such as meeting 
space, copying equipment, mail service, and mentoring and business 
plan development. On occasion there are provisions for a variety of 
other business services such as: financing, marketing, accounting, 
insurance and legal counseling.  
 
The third concept is that of a wholesale farmers market that is often 
used to spur agriculture production. This model establishes a central 
facility where agricultural products are brought in at harvest time from a 
number of contract producers and the products are then sorted, 
graded, processed, packed and shipped to established markets out-
side the area. This model relies upon a central facility that can receive 
and process the agricultural products and a management team that 
has the ability to negotiate contracts with external markets, negotiate 
contracts with local growers and the ability to manage various 
processing and shipping operations. The success of this model relies 
heavily on the willingness of the growers to produce the products and 
the skills and abilities of the management structure of the farmers 
market. 
 
The concept of the aquaculture park is likely to have components of all 
three of these models: industrial park, business incubator and farmers 
market. In addition, because of the demonstration character of the 
aquaculture park there may be some components set aside for 
research and development, nutrient reduction and/or an oyster purging 
area. If facilities are well established and readily available, it is possible 
to support advanced research on shellfish production at the 
aquaculture park from various state educational institutions such as the 
Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences (VIMS), Old Dominion University 
(ODU) and/or Virginia Tech. 
 
Given the need to reduce nutrient loading in the Chesapeake Bay, a 
portion of the aquaculture park could be set aside for a permanent 
shellfish growing area where harvesting would be done only to sustain 
a given level of nutrient reduction capacity. The aquaculture park 
should have a positive net nutrient reduction impact on its adjacent 
waters based upon the characteristics of the water body and the level 
of aquaculture carried out.  
 
Another auxiliary use to the aquaculture park could be a temporary 
relocation area where oysters from contaminated waters are deposited 
to allow time for these filter feeders to purge themselves of harmful 
bacteria and/or toxins. If the aquaculture park has areas distributed 
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around the County the local aquaculture businesses could utilize the 
aquaculture park areas as relay/purging areas when their leased 
grounds are threatened with water quality issues or condemned for 
shellfish production by the Virginia Department of Health. Often these 
water quality issues impacting existing aquaculture businesses are a 
result of sudden occurrences such as a pollutant discharge into the 
water or a stormwater event. This results in closure of a shellfish area 
for limited periods of time. During these times when the private leased 
grounds are closed for direct shellfish production the aquaculture park 
could serve as an area for the oysters and other types of shellfish to 
remain until they have cleansed and purged themselves of pollutants 
or toxins.      
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IV. Aquaculture Park  
a. Facilities 

If the aquaculture park is to be successful a number of in-water and 
on-land facilities will need to be available to watermen, aquaculture 
businesses, and hobby growers, to carry-out their aquaculture 
operations. While shellfish aquaculture could support the growing of 
clams, mussels and oysters, the most likely aquaculture operation 
will be the growing of oysters.  Due to the Chesapeake Bay’s 
perfect mixture of salt and fresh water, the native Virginia oyster 
once naturally thrived and supported an entire commercial fishery.  
Given the reliance of past watermen on this fishery, there is a rich 
history in harvesting and growing oysters in Tidewater Virginia, and 
through the years this traditional industry has transformed itself 
from various harvesting techniques (such a tonging, nippering, 
dredging and scraping) to today’s form of aquaculture. The most 
likely and lucrative market is the fresh oyster in the shell, ―half-shell 
market‖, used in restaurants and retail outlets. The shucked oyster 
is a potential but the scale of operations necessary to support 
shucking is likely beyond a start-up aquaculture business or 
waterman. While mussels, shrimp and clams could potentially be 
grown, there is limited knowledge of the aquaculture practices for 
these species among local watermen, aquaculturists, and 
entrepreneurs . 
 
The aquaculture park will most likely be established in waters 
controlled by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) 
and leased to the entity that will manage the aquaculture park. 
Virginia law did not allow for the sublease of publicly controlled 
oyster grounds until legislation, House Bill 138 (see Appendix C), 
was passed during the 2010 session of the General Assembly. This 
legislation provides a mechanism for a master lease for aquaculture 
purposes and subleases to individual watermen. The Marine 
Resources Commission has yet to establish the implementation 
procedures for this legislation. 
 
While oysters can be grown on the bottom of the waterway, it is 
more likely that the watermen, aquaculture businesses, and hobby 
growers will choose to grow oysters in the upper levels of the water 
column to prevent disease and predators from attacking the 
oysters. There may be circumstances where combinations of 
growing techniques, on the bottom and in structures in the upper 
levels of the water column, are carried out.  
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The facilities that may be required to support the in-the-water 
operations may be; boundary markers delineating the 
leased/subleased areas and cages, floats or other structures used 
in the growing of the oysters. 
 

 
 
 
 
Here are some of the environmental criteria that may be used to 
identify potential water areas for the aquaculture park: 

 Water quality 
o Salinity 
o Nutrients 
o Nearby shellfish condemnations 
o Proximity to marinas 

 Physical characteristics 
o Depth of water 
o Exposure 
o Closeness to on-land water access facilities 
o Wave and wind action 
o Presence of submerged aquatic vegetation 
o Bottom depth and conditions 
o Tidal flushing 

 
The local Mathews County Aquaculture Working Waterfront 
Steering Committee (MCAWWSC) recommended five general 
areas in the waters of the County for consideration for the 
aquaculture park. These included sites on the Piankatank River,  
Milford Haven, East River, North River and Mobjack Bay. The 
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Steering Committee recommended that each master leased area 
be about 200 acres in size with the subleases to individual 
aquaculture businesses being around 5 acres. The Marine 
Resources Commission is now reviewing these designated sites to 
determine if there are any unleased bottom areas available in these 
areas. 
 

 
 
  
While aquaculture activities occur in the water, there is the need for 
a broad complement of support facilities located on land. The size 
and nature of the aquaculture operations will play a large part in 
determining the type and character of the support facilities needed 
on land. In addition, there may be specialized functions or services 
provided that will be integral to the business plan of the aquaculture 
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park such as equipment maintenances facilities, processing 
facilities, cold storage, etc.   
 
MCAWWSC recommended that the on-shore facilities be located 
within two nautical miles from in-the-water aquaculture operations.   
 
Since relatively small scale oyster ―grow-out‖ aquaculture is the 
most likely initial endeavor, it is proposed that the minimum land-
based facilities should include: 

 Dock with loading/unloading capability 

 Electric power to the dock 

 Parking areas large enough to handle truck turn-a-round  
 

Desired additional land-based facilities could include: 

 Equipment storage area for cages, floats, nets, boat trailers, 
etc. 

 A boat launching ramp 

 Fuel 

 Boat maintenance area 

 Incubator tanks 

 Cold storage 

 A packing and/or shipping building 

 Water 

 Sewer 
 

Here are some criteria that could be used in evaluating land-based 
facilities in support of an aquaculture operation: 

 Ownership 
o Publicly owned 
o Privately owned – owner willing to sell 
o Publically owned – adjacent owner willing to sell 

 Land use/site characteristics  
o Compatible adjacent land uses 
o Zoning compatible 
o Condition of the site 
o Useable structures 
o Depth of water 
o Water quality 
o Environmental issues/conditions 
o Historical significance 

 Access 
o State maintained hard surface highway – truck traffic 
o Adequate hard surface private road with a road 

maintenance agreement 

 Parcel size 
o Less than 1 acre 
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o 1 to 2 acres 
o 2 to 5 acres 
o 5 to 10 acres 
o 10 acres or more 

 Utilities 
o Electricity 
o Water  
o Sewer 

 
b. Services and Functions 

The aquaculture park could be developed either as a ―distributed 
business model‖ where subaqueous land and on-shore facilities are 
leased to individual watermen to carry out their own aquaculture 
enterprises or on a ―consolidated business model‖ where certain 
business functions are conducted through a single organizational 
entity.  
 
The ―distributed business model‖ is the simplest to set up and 
administer since each waterman is his own business and there is 
simply a contract for the lease of the water area and whatever 
services to be supplied by the aquaculture park management.  
 
Looking to the business incubator model as an example, the 
management entity of the aquaculture park could provide a variety 
of business services to the individual waterman. These services 
can be provided directly by the management entity or on a fee for 
service through third party providers. Some of the business 
services that could be provided might include: 

 Business plan development 

 Technical aquaculture guidance 

 Marketing and advertising 

 Community relations 

 Accounting 

 Graphic design 

 Legal 

 Insurance 

 Human resource management 

 Internet marketing 
 
If the ―consolidated business model‖ is chosen then the ―farmer’s 
market‖ structure serves as an example of the types of business 
functions that would be carried out by the management entity. In 
this model the watermen would grow the shellfish (oysters) under 
contract to the management entity. The management entity would 
then sort, grade, process, ship, and market the product to the 
customer (retail or wholesale).  
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There is the possibility of a hybrid combination of the ―distributed 
model‖ and the ―consolidated business model‖, which could be 
developed serving the specific needs of the watermen. 
 
A common issue facing aquaculture would be a catastrophic event 
(disease, hurricane, market, etc) that would devastate the shellfish 
or the support facilities. In this case, crop insurance to cover the 
value of the shellfish should be considered. Without crop insurance 
such a catastrophic event would surely lead to severe financial 
hardship for the watermen and the aquaculture park. 
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V. Finance and Incentives  

There are several types of financing that may be required for the 
aquaculture park, including: financing for the infrastructure and 
management of the park and financing for the individual 
businessmen/watermen that would use the aquaculture park. As a 
general rule, ―grant‖ funding is limited to public and non-profit 
organizations while loan and equity financing are available to for-profit 
and non-profit businesses. Various types of loan/debt instruments are 
also available to public, non-profit and for-profit entities. 
 

 Infrastructure Financing – It would be preferable, from a 
financing point of view, to have the aquaculture facilities owned 
by a public organization, such as Mathews County or MCIDA. 
The two most promising grant sources for infrastructure 
development are the Rural Business Enterprise Grant (RBEG) 
program administered by USDA Rural Development and the 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program 
administered by the Virginia Department of Housing and 
Community Development (DHCD). The CDBG program 
provides initial planning funding to assist communities in 
preparing the information necessary for a competitive 
construction grant application. The demonstrative nature of this 
aquaculture park project and its aim of conversion of traditional 
watermen to aquaculture businesses make this an attractive 
project for CDBG funding.  
 
The aquaculture park infrastructure can also be financed 
through a variety of debt instruments including: bonds issued by 
the IDA, government loan sources, and conventional financing 
from lenders and banks. The credit worthiness of the 
aquaculture park is based ultimately on the sound nature of the 
business plan for the operation of the park and an adequate 
revenue stream to pay the debt service. It is unlikely that any 
lender will finance 100% of the total cost of the infrastructure 
improvements, thus some equity will need to be present in the 
project. This equity could be in the form of cash, land, and/or 
grants from public sources or donations. Often, in order to be 
able to encourage private financial institutions to provide debt 
capital, a credit enhancement may be required. Credit 
enhancements can be in the form of a loan guarantee, a loan 
loss reserve or insurance. Some of the public sources of capital 
provide these credit enhancements.  
 

 Operating Capital – In addition to the financing of the 
infrastructure, the aquaculture park management organization 
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will need capital to cover its costs of operations. In the typical 
business model of new business ventures, an operating loss 
would be expected in the first couple of years of operation. 
Again, a sound business plan with reasonable financial 
projections would indicate the amount and duration of any 
operating subsidy needed. With the exception of rare cases of 
the public sector providing a limited amount of short-term 
operating capital or research and development funding, most of 
the operating capital needs are provided for by equity in the 
project or from the lease proceeds.  
 
There are some public techniques that can provide a revenue 
stream to cover operating expenses and/or debt services. The 
options include the establishment of a Local Technology Zone, 
creation of a Community Development Authority or the 
establishment of a Development District. All of these institutional 
structures dedicate future annual revenues (taxes or fees) or a 
portion of an existing revenue stream, to cover the costs of the 
project. A key question is whether businesses in the proposed 
aquaculture park will generate sufficient additional local 
revenues to be able to subsidize operating or debt service 
costs.   
 

 Business Finance – The aquaculture park as conceived would 
provide opportunities for a number of watermen to use the 
facilities. There is likely to be the need for financing the start-up 
costs of establishing an aquaculture operation. The initial 
aquaculture equipment costs are higher than traditional oyster 
operations. Since these are for-profit businessmen the source of 
the capital will likely be private equity and/or debt. There are a 
number of sources of public supported debt, examples of which 
can be found through the Small Business Administration and 
Department of Business Assistance, USDA – Rural 
Development, but they all rely on the soundness of the 
individual business plan. 

 
Here are a couple of examples of types of oyster aquaculture 
and the related costs and revenue that could be expected:  
 
Spat on Shell - A tank, pump, and aerator for every 1000 
bushels/year put in the water would be required -- which would 
result in an initial investment of about $5,000. This equipment 
should be used during many years of production.  
 
Shells to set the larvae would cost about $1.00/bushel or less, 
and the larvae are about $10,000 for 1000 bushels of shells. 
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This is an annual investment of about $11,000 to place 1000 
bushels of ―spat on shell‖ in the water. If you are able to harvest 
1 bushel of marketable oysters for each bushel of seed oysters 
at $30/bushel then you would gross $30,000. Recent production 
has resulted in more than one bushel of marketable oysters for 
every bushel of seed at some sites. Growing the seed oysters in 
cages accelerates the growth rate and protects them from cow-
nose ray predation.  

  
Cage Aquaculture -- Cages and seed are required. Cages 
tend to produce 50,000 oysters at a cost about of $4,000. 
Cages can be used for several years’ production. Seed 
oysters cost between $500-$1,200 for 50,000 oysters, 
depending on their size. If 60% grow to marketable size, 
you would sell 30,000 market oysters at $.20 each (more 
possibly), or a total sum of $6,000. An individual would 
normally set as many units of 50,000 oysters as he needed 
to make a living. The maximum one person could grow 
would be around 500,000 oysters, but most persons would 
grow fewer. The cash flow from seed oysters to market size 
should be estimated at 18-24 months for any loan analysis.  
 
These examples do not include capital costs of a boat or the 
operating costs for the business, gas, insurance, taxes, etc. 
 
If the capital needs of the small businesses are relatively small 
the local financial institutions may be the best source of this 
capital. 
 
If the CDBG program is utilized for the infrastructure cost, a 
portion of the project can be used to set up a revolving loan pool 
or loan loss reserve with the local banks to help offset the 
financing needs of the watermen. 
 
Incentives – There may be the need to have some incentives for 
local watermen to convert to the aquaculture production of 
oysters. Typically, if financing is available at reasonable or no 
cost and terms are favorable, businessmen will take advantage 
of the opportunity. In addition to financing, there may be the 
need for assistance with the development of sound business 
plans, and navigating through the tangled web of regulations 
surrounding aquaculture. Incentives are typically more useful if 
they are provided upfront, when the small business starts up, 
rather than tax incentives over a long period of time. 
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 The establishment of a Technology Zone over the aquaculture 
park and its land facilities would allow the County to provide 
special incentives for businesses in that designated area. The 
County could establish an incentive program, matching grants, 
low interest loans, special tax policies, etc., for aquaculture 
investment.  
 
The typical state incentives of Enterprise Zones, Governor’s 
Opportunity Fund and Major Facility Tax Credits are not in the 
realm of probability given the projected small number of jobs 
that will be created by any one business.  
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VI. Organizational Structure 
There are several options for the organizational structure for the 
aquaculture park: public entity, non-profit corporation, cooperative and 
for-profit organization. Since the concept of an aquaculture park is 
untested there are no organizational models to compare or analyze.  
 
As discussed earlier, the main advantage of having a public 
organization own and manage the aquaculture park is the potential for 
public sector funding of the infrastructure and the early start-up costs 
of the park. Public ownership and management does pose some 
internal problems in day-to-day management since governing bodies 
are subject to a host of laws/rules governing daily operations. 
 
The advantage of a non-profit organizational structure is the access to 
some, but not all, public financing sources with few of the public sector 
restraints. The disadvantage is in the inability to raise the required 
amount of equity capital to get the aquaculture park established. Non-
profit corporations do have an advantage of being eligible for 
foundation grants that neither a local government or private sector 
corporation would have. Unfortunately, foundation resources are 
typically limited in size and availability. 
 
A ―cooperative‖ is a private corporate structure where the watermen 
join together, each having a share in the corporation, for the 
management and control of the park. This model has historically been 
used in agricultural operations all across the US. The USDA has a 
special program of assistance for the establishment of these 
cooperatives. The success of this management structure is having a 
sufficient number of aquaculture businesses willing to work together 
towards common goals.  
 
The private corporation model is the easiest to establish and 
implement but is totally dependent upon the strength of the 
aquaculture park business plan for its success. Being that conventional 
business financing is very difficult to obtain, particularly for a start-up 
company, a combination of a public-private sector partnership provides 
the advantages of public sector grant funding with private sector 
responsiveness to market factors.  
 
The ability of the Mathews County Industrial Development Authority to 
lease public property without having to hold a public hearing gives it a 
logistical advantage over Mathews County in the management of the 
aquaculture park and its related facilities. A watermen’s cooperative or 
individual waterman under lease or contract with the manager of the 
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aquaculture park facilities is the preferred method of making sure that 
successful businesses result.     
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VII. Funding 
The potential funding for the aquaculture park in large part depends 
upon the type of organizational structure established to own and 
manage the park. Typically, private sector corporations are not eligible 
for grant financing from the government or foundations. Private sector 
corporations typically receive capital in the form of debt or equity from 
other private sector investors or lenders. The sustainability of the 
aquaculture businesses will dictate private sector funding types and 
amounts. The public sector does assist with debt capital for special 
types of lending through a variety of credit enhancements, loan 
guarantees and insurance programs. On occasion, the public sector 
will provide direct lending for specialized economic development 
projects. While the public sector does not provide equity investments 
directly, it can provide tax credit programs to leverage private equity in 
specific types of projects.  
 
Grant funding from foundation sources is limited to funding of non-
profit corporations. Typically foundations prefer to fund special projects 
that benefit the priorities of that foundation; examples being 
environmental justice, at-risk pre-school education programs, etc. 
Foundations prefer to join with other funding partners to leverage their 
limited resources. Likewise, foundations prefer to fund program 
activities, not capital or general administrative expenses. A clear case 
statement and program description would need to be developed in 
order to recruit foundation financial support. If a foundation(s) believes 
in the mission of the non-profit organization it will often commit to 
support that organization for multiple years. 
 
Public sector grant funding is available to non-profit and public sector 
organizations. Depending upon the grant program, they can be used 
for capital and/or programmatic expenses. Often there are limitations 
on the use of public sector grants for general administrative overhead 
costs associated with the organization. Typically, public sector grants 
are for a one-time specific project with a defined timeframe. 
 
Potential public sector potential funding sources: 

 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS – Covers 
capital cost of economic development projects benefiting low-to-
moderate income (LMI) individuals. Grants typically are 
awarded for amounts ranging from $500,000 to $1,000,000. 
Grants can cover 100% of the cost of the project but the rating 
criteria is strongly weighted towards projects that have other 
committed sources for funding. The program, as administered 
by the Virginia Department of Housing and Community 
Development (DHCD), provides planning assistance to explore 
the feasibility of a project prior to applying for construction 
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funding. Awarded planning grants are typically less than 
$25,000. 
 

 USDA - RURAL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE GRANTS (RBEG) 
PROGRAM - The RBEG program provides grants, $10,000 to 
$500,000, for rural projects that: finance and facilitate 
development of small and emerging rural businesses, help fund 
business incubators, and help fund employment related adult 
education programs. To assist with business development, 
RBEGs may fund a broad array of activities. 
 

 USDA - INTERMEDIARY RELENDING PROGRAM (IRP) - The 
purpose of the IRP program is to alleviate poverty, and increase 
economic activity and employment in rural communities. Under 
the IRP program, loans are provided to local organizations 
(intermediaries) for the establishment of revolving loan funds. 
These revolving loan funds are used to assist with financing 
business and economic development activity, to create or retain 
jobs in disadvantaged and remote communities. Intermediaries 
are encouraged to work in concert with State and regional 
strategies, and in partnership with other public and private 
organizations that can provide complimentary resources. 

 
 USDA - BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY GUARANTEED LOANS 

(B&I) - The purpose of the B&I Guaranteed Loan Program is to 
improve, develop, or finance business, industry and 
employment, and improve the economic and environmental 
climate in rural communities. This purpose is achieved by 
bolstering the existing private credit structure through the 
guarantee of quality loans that will provide lasting community 
benefits. It is not intended that the guarantee authority will be 
used for marginal or substandard loans or for relief of lenders 
having such loans. 
 

 SBA – 7(a) LOAN PROGRAM - This is the US Department of 
Commerce’s Small Business Administration’s (SBA) primary 
and most flexible loan program, with financing guaranteed for a 
variety of general business purposes. It is designed for start-up 
and existing small businesses, and is delivered through 
commercial lending institutions.  

 

 SBA – CDC/504 LOAN PROGRAM - This program provides 
long-term, fixed-rate financing to acquire fixed assets (such as 
real estate or equipment) for expansion or modernization. It is 
designed for small businesses requiring ―brick and mortar‖ 
financing, and is delivered by CDCs (Certified Development 
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Companies)—private, non-profit corporations set up to 
contribute to the economic development of their communities. 

 

 EDA – ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE – This 
program provides 50% grants to address the needs of 
distressed communities experiencing adverse economic 
changes that may occur suddenly or over time, generally 
resulting from industrial or corporate restructuring, new Federal 
laws or requirements, reduction in defense expenditures, 
depletion of natural resources, and/or natural disaster. A 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy for the region 
must be prepared and approved by the Economic Development 
Administration (EDA) of the US Department of Commerce prior 
to project funding. Economic Adjustment Assistance grants are 
intended to enhance a distressed community's ability to 
compete economically by stimulating private investment in 
targeted areas. Current investment priorities include proposals 
that: 
 a) Enhance the competitiveness of regions in the global 
economy by supporting existing industry clusters, developing 
emerging new clusters, or attracting new regional economic 
drivers;  
(b) Support technology-led economic development and reflect 
the important role of linking universities with industry and 
technology transfers; and  
(c) Advance community- and faith-based social 
entrepreneurship in redevelopment strategies for regions of 
chronic economic distress. 
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VIII. Process, Next Steps and Recommendations 
 
The following is a set of recommendations that will assist in moving the 
project forward.  
 
Future Aquaculture Businesses 

 Prepare a fact sheet on the costs and potential 
earnings/benefits of becoming an aquaculture business, along 
with assistance that may be available to interested individuals 
and distribute this information to local watermen, 
aquaculturalists and entrepreneurs. 

 Conduct an interview of existing watermen and high 
school/college students to gauge the interest in becoming 
aquaculture businessmen. The local crabbers that have been 
capitalized and trained over past year and a half through the   
VMRC/VIMS efforts would be a good target audience.  
 

Services and Assistance  

 The aquaculture park should be operated similar to a business 
incubator with the lease of subaqueous lands for a period of 5 
years with the goal of graduating individual businesses to larger 
private lease areas in the County.  

 An aquaculture curriculum should be created in the local high 
school and at the Rappahannock Community College to train 
prospective aquaculture business entrepreneurs. 

 Business plan development services and direct business 
assistance will need to be provided through the Middle 
Peninsula Business Development Program for those individuals 
wishing to become an aquaculture business.  

 As the number of sub-leaseholders increases, the services 
offered by the management entity would be based upon the 
needs of these aquaculture businesses. 
    

Management Structure 

 It is recommended that the Mathews County Industrial 
Development Authority (MCIDA) act as the management 
organization for the aquaculture park. 

 It is recommended that Mathews County provide the initial staff 
assistance to the MCIDA for daily operations of the aquaculture 
park (sublease of the aquaculture park, maintenance of the 
facilities, provision of services, etc.). 

 Individual watermen, aquaculture businesses and/or hobby 
growers would then lease the water column and bottom within 
the aquaculture park from the MCIDA. 
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Facilities 
“In-the-water”  

 The Virginia Marine Resources Commission needs to identify 
available subaqueous lands that are available for master lease 
for establishing the aquaculture park.  

 It is recommended that the Mathews County Industrial 
Development Authority apply and enter into a master lease for 
the desired subaqueous lands that are available. 

 Subdivide the lease areas into sublease parcels of 
approximately 5 acres.  
 

“On-shore”  

 Apply for a CDBG Planning Grant to evaluate the potential ―on-
shore‖ facilities in relation to the ―in-the-water‖ facilities to 
determine development costs and identify prospective users. 

 Select the most suitable ―on-shore‖ facilities and develop a 
budget for the development of the selected sites. 

 Gain site control, if not publicly owned, of the selected/preferred 
privately owned ―on-shore‖ sites. 

 Prepare and apply for grant funding (CDBG and USDA Rural 
Development) for the acquisition/improvement of the selected 
―on-shore‖ sites. 
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Appendix A 
Technology Zones 

 

§ 58.1-3850. Creation of local technology zones. 

A. Any city, county or town may establish, by ordinance, one or 

more technology zones. Each locality may grant tax incentives and 

provide certain regulatory flexibility in a technology zone. 

B. The tax incentives may be provided for up to ten years and may 

include, but not be limited to: (i) reduction of permit fees; (ii) 

reduction of user fees; and (iii) reduction of any type of gross 

receipts tax. The extent and duration of such incentive proposals 

shall conform to the requirements of the Constitutions of Virginia 

and of the United States. 

C. The governing body may also provide for regulatory flexibility 

in such zone which may include, but not be limited to: (i) special 

zoning for the district; (ii) permit process reform; (iii) exemption 

from ordinances; and (iv) any other incentive adopted by 

ordinance, which shall be binding upon the locality for a period of 

up to ten years. 

D. Each locality establishing a technology zone pursuant to this 

section may also adopt a local enterprise zone development 

taxation program for the technology zone as provided in § 58.1-

3245.12. 

E. The establishment of a technology zone shall not preclude the 

area from also being designated as an enterprise zone. 

(1995, c. 397; 1996, c. 830; 1997, c. 168; 2002, 

c. 449.) 

 

§ 58.1-3245.12. Local enterprise zone program for technology 

zones. 

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+58.1-3245.12
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+58.1-3245.12
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?951+ful+CHAP0397
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?961+ful+CHAP0830
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?971+ful+CHAP0168
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?021+ful+CHAP0449
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The governing body of any county, city, or town may also adopt a 

local enterprise zone development taxation program for a 

technology zone, as described in § 58.1-3850, located within its 

boundaries, regardless of whether such technology zone has been 

designated by the Governor as an enterprise zone pursuant to 

Chapter 49 (§ 59.1-538 et seq.) of Title 59.1. Such program for a 

technology zone shall be adopted by local ordinance. All other 

provisions in this article as they relate to a local enterprise zone 

development taxation program for enterprise zones shall apply to 

such program for technology zones. 

(2002, c. 449; 2005, cc.  

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+58.1-3850
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+59.1-538
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?021+ful+CHAP0449
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Appendix B 
Mathews County Aquaculture Working Waterfront 

Steering Committee 
 

In October 2008, the Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission (MPPDC) 
was funded through the Virginia Coastal Zone Management (VCZM) Program to 
explore the need for public policy to promote aquaculture-working waterfront 
economic sustainability (ie. jobs, business sales, and fiscal revenue) as well as to 
explore other economic tradeoffs and/or competing economic interest of existing 
local public policy.  
 
With goals to support efforts to preserve a heritage and culture defined by 
commercial fishing working waterfronts, Mathews County, a member locality of 
the MPPDC, was very much interested in participating in this project. Therefore 
to kick off this project, the Mathews County Aquaculture Working Waterfront  
Steering Committee (MCAWWSC)was created in the winter of 2009 to begin to 
understand the current scope (ie. economic, ecologic and social aspects) of 
aquaculture-working waterfront industry within the county. With the help of the 
Mathews County Administrator and County planning staff, committee members 
were appointed based on their active participation in the aquaculture and/or 
working waterfront industry. Specifically the committee consisted of commercial 
and hobby oyster and clam farmers, county planners, and the Mathews Maritime 
Foundation.  
 
Through a series of meetings in 2009, the MCAWWSC identified current industry 
challenges, shared aquaculture business models, and discussed how the 
aquaculture-working waterfront industry could be supported or enhanced by the 
County. Also the Committee assisted in the development of public policy options 
that addressed the identified concerns and challenges within the aquaculture 
industry (eg. water quality, user conflicts, zoning, etc).   
 
As this project was funded for a second year through VCZM, MPPDC continued 
to utilize the expertise and insight of the MCAWWSC members to develop the 
concept of the In-the-Water Aquaculture Park.  
 
        
Committee Member  Affiliation 
Mr. Ronny Sopko  -Sea Farms, INC.  
Mr. George DeMarco  -Pepper Creek Shellfish Farm  
Mrs. Janet Loyd  -Maritime Foundation  
Mr. Ken Kurkowski  -Middle Peninsula Aquaculture Corp.  
Mr. Jack White  -New Point Oysters  
Mr. Stan Allen  -Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Professor/Director, 

Aquaculture Genetics and Breeding Technology Center  
Mr. Rolf Zierow  -Tidewater Oyster Gardeners Association, member  
Mr. Gladestone - Tidewater Oyster Gardeners Association, member  
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Chandler  
Mr. Peter Perina  -East Field Farms  
Mr. Dennis Gryder  -Briar Patch Oysters  
Mr. John Shaw  -Mathews County Planning Department, Director of Planning  
Mr. Matthew Rowe  -Mathews County Planning Department, Planner  
  
Technical Resource 
Expert 

Affiliation 

Mr. Mike Oesterling  -Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Specialist  

Mr. Thomas Murray  -Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Marine Business and 
Coastal Development Specialist  

Mr. Jack Travelstead -Virginia Marine Resource Commission, Deputy Commissioner 
and Chief of Fisheries Management 

Mr. Chip Neikirk -Virginia Marine Resource Commission, Habitat Management 
Ms. Laura McKay -Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program, Program 

Manager 
Mr. Lewie Lawrence 
 

-Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission, Director of 
Regional Planning 

Ms. Jackie Rickards -Middle Peninsula Planning District Commission, Regional 
Projects Planner I 
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Appendix C 
 

Aquaculture Opportunity Zones 
 

CHAPTER 27 
An Act to amend and reenact § 28.2-603 of the Code of Virginia, 

relating to creation of aquaculture opportunity zones. 

[H 138] 

Approved March 4, 2010 

  

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 

1. That § 28.2-603 of the Code of Virginia is amended and 

reenacted as follows: 

§ 28.2-603. General oyster planting grounds; aquaculture 

opportunity zones. 

A. Waterfront that is not already assigned or reserved for the 

riparian owners, and the beds of the bays, rivers, and creeks and 

shores of the sea lying outside the limits of navigation projects 

adopted and authorized by the Congress and not required for the 

disposal of materials dredged incident to the maintenance of such 

projects, and grounds other than public oyster beds, rocks, or 

shoals, as defined by law and included in the Baylor survey, may 

be occupied for the purpose of planting or propagating oysters, 

including the use of temporary protective enclosures in compliance 

with this chapter and Commission regulations, and may be leased 

by the Commissioner upon the receipt of a proper application. 

B. The Commission shall establish commercial shellfish 

aquaculture opportunity zones for the placement of temporary 

protective enclosures as set forth in § 28.2-603.1, in the waters off 

the shores of the Northern Neck, the Middle Peninsula, and 

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-603
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-603
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-603
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-603.1
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Tangier Island. Such zones shall be established by regulations. The 

regulations shall prescribe (i) the location of such zones; (ii) the 

proper procedures for the maintenance of such zones, including 

the (a) proper placement and handling of gear and other 

apparatus so as not to create a safety hazard and (b) seasonal and 

time-of-day use of such zones; and (iii) penalties for violations of 

the regulations. Once established, such zones shall be exempt from 

the provisions of §§ 28.2-606, 28.2-607, and 28.2-608, §§ 28.2-612 

through 28.2-615, and 28.2-617. The Commission may establish a 

single fee for the application and use of the aquaculture 

opportunity zones. 

 

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-606
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-607
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-608
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-612
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-615
http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+28.2-617
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Appendix 4: 
Mathews County Updated Comprehensive Plan showing sections 

relating to the York River Use Conflict Committee Report and 
Recommendations 

 
 
 

Description: The following pages have circled numbers and highlighted sections that indirectly 
or directly relate to the York River Use conflict Committee Report and Recommendation. The 
circled numbers correspond to the recommendations below:  
 

   Development and adoption of a coastal living policy; 
 

 Denoting landing, air, and water territorial boundaries within the County’s 

Comprehensive Plan;  
 

  Taking no action regarding aquaculture but instead monitor and evaluate how VMRC’s 

new regulation address the use conflicts associated with this relatively new industry;  
 

  Development and adoption of a policy to protect and preserve working waterfronts; 
 

  Development of a waterfront outdoor light ordinance; 
 

  Adoption of a policy restricting the use of floating homes; and 
 

 Development of a master plan for public access infrastructure to ensure safe and equal 

access for all user groups to the waterways within the County.  
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Appendix 5: 
Mathews County Industrial Development Authority Meeting Minutes 

and Signed Resolution 
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